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D. On Personal Conscience:
1. Military Service: "All those who enter the military service
in loyalty to their country should look upon themselves as the
custodians of the security and freedom of their fellow countrymen; and when they carry out their duty properly, they are «
contributing to the maintenance of peace." ("The Pastoral Constitution...", No. 79.)
2. Conscientious Objection: "Moreover, it seems just that
laws should make humane provision for the case of conscientious objectors who refuse to carry arms, provided they accept
some other form of community service." ("The Pastoral Constitution...' 4 , No. 79.)
3. Non-violence: "In this same spirit we cannot but express
our admiration for all who forgo the use of violence to vindicate
their rights and resort to other means of defense which are
available to weaker parties, provided it can be done without
harm to the rights and duties of others and of the community."
("The Pastoral Constitution...", No. 78.)
4. Citizens and Conscience: "Once again we deem it opportune to remind our children of their duty to take an active part
in public life, and to contribute towards the attainment of the
common good of the entire human family as well as to that of
their own political community...In other words, it is necessary
that human beings, in the intimacy of their own consciences,
should so live and act in their temporal lives as to create a
synthesis between scientific, technical and professional elements on the one hand, "and spirkual values on the other."
(Pope John XXIII, "Peace On Earth," No. 146; 150.)
II. Moral Principles and Policy Choices:
As bishops in the United States, assessing the concrete circumstances of our society, we have made a nurhber of observations and recommendations in the process of appryirfg moral .
principles to specific policy choices.
/^
j
A. On the Use of Nuclear Weapons: 1. Counter-Population Use: Under no circumstances may nuclear weapons or other instruments of mass slaughter be used
for the purpose of destroying population centers or other predominantly civilian targets. Retaliatory action which would indiscriminately and disproportionately take many wholly innocent lives, lives of people who are in no way responsible for
reckless actions of their government, must also be condemned.
2. The Initiation of Nuclear War: We do not perceive any
situation in which the deliberate initiation of nuclear war, on
however restricted a scale, can be morally justified. Non-nuclear
attacks by another state must be resisted by other than nuclear
means. Therefore, a serjous obligation exists to develop morally
acceptable non-nuclear defensive strategies as rapidly as possible. In this letter we urge NATO to move rapidly toward the
adoption of a "ho first use" policy but we recognize this will
take time to implement and will require the development of an
adequate alternative defense posture.
3. Limited Nuclear War: Our examination of the various
arguments on this question makes us highly skeptical about the
real meaning of "limited," One of the criteria of the just war
teaching is that there must be a reasonable hope of success in
bringing about justice and peace. We must ask whether such a
rgasonable hope can exist once nuclear weapons have been exchanged. The burden of proof remains on those who assert that
meaningful limitation is possible. In our view the first imperative is to prevent any use of nuclear weapons and we hope that
leaders will resist the notion that nuclear conflict can be limited,.contained or won in any traditional sense.

What are we saying? Fundamentally, we are saying that the
decisions about nuclear weapons are among the most pressing
moral questions of our age. While these decisions have obvious
military and political aspects, they involve fundamental moral
choices. In simple terms, we are saying that good ends (defending one's country, protecting freedom, etc.) cannot justify immoral means (the use of weapons which kill indiscriminately
and threaten whole societies). We fear that our world and nation are headed in the wrong direction. More weapons with
greater destructive potential are produced every day. More and
morek nations are seeking to become nuclear powers. In our
quest for more and more security we fear we are actually becoming less and less secure.
In the words of our Holy Father, we need a "moral aboutface." The whole world must summon the moral courage and
technical means to say no to nuclear conflict; no to weapons of
mass destruction" no to an arms race which robs the poor and
the vulnerable; and no to the moral danger of a nuclear age
which places before humankind indefensible choices of constant
terror or surrender. Peacemaking is not an optional commitment. It is a requirement of our faith. We are called to be
peacemakers, not by some movement of the moment but by our
Lord Jesus. The content and context of our peacemaking is set
not by some political agenda or .ideological program, but by the
teaching of his Church.

B. On Deterrence:
In concert with the evaluation provided by Pope John Paul II,
we have arrived at a strictly conditioned moral acceptance of
deterrence. In this letter we have outlined criteria and recommendations "which indicate the meaning of .conditional acceptance of deterrence policy. We cannot consider such a policy
adequate as a long-term basis for peace.
C. On Promoting Peace:
1. We support immediate, bilateral, verifiable agreements to

halt the testing, production and deployment of new nuclear
weapons systems. This recommendation is not to be identified
any specific political initiative,
/e support efforts to achieve deep cuts in the arsenals of
superpowers; efforts should concentrate first on systems
jlwhich threaten the retaliatory forces of either major power.
3. We support early and successful conclusion of negotiations
'of a comprehensive test ban treaty.
1
4. We urge new efforts to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons in the world, and to control the conventional arms race, \
particularly the conventional arms trade.
5. We support, in an increasingly interdependent world, political and economic policies designed to protect human dignity
and to promote the human rights of every person, especially the
least among us. In this regard, we call for the establishment of
some form of global authority adequate to the needs of the
international common good.
~~~This letter includes many judgments from the perspective of
ethics, politics and strategy needed to speak concretely and
correctly to the "moment of supreme crisis" identified by Vatican II. We stress again that readers should be aware, as we
have been, of the distinction between our statement of moral
principles and of official Church teaching and our application of
these to concrete issues. We urge that special care be taken not
to use passages out of context; neither should brief portions of
this document be cited to support positions it does not intend to
convey or which are not truly in accord with the spirit of its
teaching.
In concluding this summary we respond to two key questions
often asked about this pastoral letter;
Why do we address these matters fraught with such complexity, controversy and passion? We speak as pastors, not politicians.'We are teachers, not technicians. We cannot avoid our
responsibility to lift up the moral dimensions of the choices
before our world and nation. The nuclear age is an era of moral
as well as physical danger. We are the first generation since
Genesis with the power to threaten the created order. We cannot remain silent in the face of such danger. Why do we address
these issues? We are simply trying to live up.to the call of Jesus
to be peacemakers in our own time and situation.

"

Ultimately, this letter is intended as an expression of Christian faith, affirming the confidence we have that the Risen
Lo^dremains with us precisely in moments of crisis. It is our
belieHn his presence and power among us which sustains us in
confronting the awesome challenge of the nuclear age. We speak
from faith to provide hope for all who recognize the challenge
and are working to confront it with the resources of faith and
reason.
To approach the nuclear issue in faith is to recognize our
absolute need for prayer: We urge and invite all to unceasing
prayer and works of penance for peace with justice for all people. In a spirit of prayerful hope we present this message of
peace.
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